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ABSTRACT

Materialized views are queries whose results are stored and maintained in order to facilitate access to data in their underlying base tables of extremely large databases. Selecting the best materialized views for a given query workload is a hard problem. Studies on view selection have considered sharing common sub expressions and other multi-query optimization techniques. Multi-Query Optimization is a well-studied domain in traditional and advanced databases. It aims at optimizing a workload of queries by finding and reusing common sub-expression between queries. Finding the best shared expression is known as a NP-hard problem. The shared expressions usually identified by graph structure have been used to be candidate for materialized views. This shows the strong interdependency between the problems of materialized view selection (PVS) and multi query optimization (PMQO), since the PVS uses the graph structure of the PMQO. Exploring the existing works on PVS considering the interaction between PVS and PMQO figures two main categories of studies: (i) those considering the PMQO as a black box where the output is the graph and (ii) those preparing the graph to guide the materialized view selection process. In this category, the graph generation is based on individual query plans, an approach that does not scale, especially with the explosion of Big Data applications requiring large number of complex queries with high interaction. To ensure a scalable solution, this work proposes a new technique to generate a global processing plan without using individual plans by borrowing techniques used in the electronic design automation (EDA) domain. This paper first presents a rich state of art regarding the PVS and a classification of the most important existing work. Secondly, an analogy between the MQO problem and the EDA domain, in which large circuits are manipulated, is established. Thirdly, it proposes to model the problem with hypergraphs which are massively used to design and test integrated circuits. Fourthly, it proposes a deterministic algorithm to select materialized views using the global processing plan. Finally, experiments are conducted to show the scalability of our approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Success or failure of enterprises depends on their DBMSs being able or not to analyze data from very large data warehouses (DW) and give timely suitable decision information by using complex and numerous queries (Fomkin & Risch, 2007). The necessity to have efficient methods to access and use data becomes more important and urgent than ever. The main technique to increase the query performance in DW is to reuse intermediate results from queries which reduce expensive access to base tables and globally optimize a set of queries. Stored intermediate results in DW are called materialized views (MV). They constitute one of the most important redundant optimization structures that improve considerably query processing time. But they need to be refreshed when changes occur to the base tables; therefore it is not possible to materialize all views due to the maintenance time constraint and to the storage space limitation. Finding and exploiting the best intermediate results is known as multi-query optimization (MQO).

The most important problem in DW design is how to identify, store and maintain the most appropriate set of MV such that they optimize both the query processing cost and the maintenance cost. i.e., the challenge in the materialized views selection problem is to find a trade-off between performance and maintenance cost under space constraint (Yang & Karlapalem & Li, 1997). The materialized views problem involves two main tasks: (1) views selection problem to select the best views (Yang & Karlapalem & Li, 1997), and (2) views maintenance problem to update views affected by changes in the data of base relations (Gupta, 1999; Wang & Gruenwald & Zhu, 2004). Furthermore, a less studied problem is the view adapting problem to adjust the views schema when the schema of based relations changes (Gupta & Mumick & Ross, 1995).

Several academic and industrial efforts are conducted on the well-studied materialized views selection problem (VSP) (Elghandour & Aboulnaga & Daniel & Zilio, 2013). Most works propose an algorithmic vision, i.e., focus on developing views selection algorithms without considering the MQO problem. Existing algorithms can be classified in three main categories: (1) deterministic algorithms (2) randomized algorithms and (3) hybrid algorithms. These approaches focus on enhancing the performance of the algorithms that select the views from a large search space. To reduce the search space of views, a couple of works have been proposed which combine MQO and materialized views problems (Mistry & Roy & Sudarshan & Ramamirtham, 2001; Yang & Karlapalem & Li, 1997). In these works, an algorithm uses MQO to identify the intermediate results and produce a global processing plan, which is handed to another algorithm that will use this global plan to select the candidate views to be materialized. To the best of our knowledge, Yang et al (Yang & Karlapalem & Li, 1997), is one of the sole work that uses MQO to select the views. It deals with two interdependent problems: (a) constructing an optimal global plan of queries using MQO and (b) use this plan to select views to be materialized. The plan is the result of merging all query logical plans, called Multiple Views Processing Plan (MVPP).

Since MQO algorithms are based on individual query plans, whose generation is a hard task, the complexity of MQO is doubly exponential. With the advent of extremely large databases, queries became voluminous and each query may be represented by an enormous number of possible logical plans. To overcome this scalability obstacle, we propose an approach which can generate a global processing plan without using individual query plans, and groups the queries in several disjoint components where each component contains queries that highly share common sub-expressions between them, and where shared sub-expressions between components are minimal. Each component will be used independently to generate a multiple view processing plan (MVPP) by using global common sub-expressions, and all components will be merged in one global plan which will be used to select materialized views.
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